



AUTONOMOUS MEDIA GENERATION SOLUTION


SHOT TRACER EVENT

We are excited to introduce Shot Tracer 
Event. An iPhone based automated golf 
shot recording, tracing and sharing 
solution. 

Simply place Shot Tracer Event on any 
tee box on the golf course and it will 
automatically record every individual 
golf shot. 

Each golf shot video is saved to the 
device.

Optionally each saved video is uploaded 
to the Shot Tracer cloud server (internet 
connection required via WiFi or SIM) 
where the ball flight is traced. The video 
with the traced ball flight is then saved 
to an online cloud based gallery. 

The online gallery can be accessed via 
a link. Videos can be viewed and 
downloaded form the online gallery.



Shot Tracer Event is an iPhone based solution.  

iPhones have some of the best cameras and 
number crunching computer systems on the 
market. Therefore there was no point to re-invent 
the wheel rather adopt one of the worlds best 
video recording technologies and connect the 
dots. Hence Shot Tracer Event, an iPhone based 
autonomous well-protected golf shot recording, 
tracing and sharing solution. 

Supported iPhones: 

iPhone 11 Pro, iPhone 11 Pro Max, iPhone 11, 
iPhone XS Max, iPhone XR iPhone, X iPhone 8






FEATURES

Shot Tracer Event auto records each golf 
shot on the tee box. The videos are then 
sent to the Shot Tracer cloud server. 
Here the ball flight in each video is 
traced. In addition the ball speed, apex 
and distance can be derived from the 
video and displayed in the traced video. 
Plus a custom logo may be displayed in 
the video. Each video is saved in an 
online gallery which can easily be 
accessed by each golfer via a link. 

 BALL FLIGHT TRACING  

 BALL SEED 

 APEX FLIGHT HEIGHT 

 DISTANCE  

 SPONSOR LOGO

SHOT TRACER









SWING PICTURES

Adds bragging rights to your Shot Tracer video. Compare ball flight trajectories and 
distance of each flight partners shot. Want to know who hit the longest drive on the 
hole from your group, “King of the hole” makes this possible.  

MULTI TRACER - KING OF THE HOLE

Each golfer not only receives a Shot Tracer video but also 3 pictures of their golf 
swing.  

Impact Finish

Photos are uploaded along with the video into the online gallery for each golf shot. 

Top of the swing 



WEB BASED DATA AND SECURITY ANALYTICS

Keep an eye on the progress. Collect 
vital data from Shot Tracer Event and 
view the data on any device. 

Simply log into our web based reporting 
tool by entering the unique device ID 
and take a deep dive into the analytics.  

If for some reason Shot Tracer Event is 
moved the admin receives an instand 
notification per email or sms. 

 Real-time location information. 

 Offline/ Online status report. 

 Device Battery level. 

 Recorded videos counter. 

 Theft protection. 



VIEW AND DOWNLOAD VIDEOS FROM THE CLOUD

Shot Tracer Event automatically starts 
recording a video once the golfer starts 
the back swing and stops recording 
when the ball lands. 

The video file is then saved to the 
iPhone’s camera roll gallery. Optionally 
each video can be uploaded to our 
cloud service. 

An internet connection via WiFi or SIM 
is necessary to upload videos. This can 
be done in real time on the golf course 
via a SIM or at the end of the day once 
the iPhone is connected to WiFi again. 

When connected to the internet, videos 
are uploaded to Shot Tracer cloud 
service. From there the ball flight in 
each video is automatically traced, flight 
parameters added swing pictures 
recorded and saved to your custom 
cloud video gallery. 

You can then share the link to this 
gallery from which videos can be viewed 
and downloaded.  

Videos are sorted into folders by date 
and tee time. Therefore easy to access 
and share with customers. 



SOFTWARE PLANS

Shot Tracer Case including 
iPhone 8 128GB 

€599,99 Euros 

Price excludingVAT, shipping 

HARDFWARE PACKAGES

Shot Tracer Case  
excluding an iPhone 

€199,99 Euros 

Price excluding  
VAT, shipping and iPhone.  



For questions and orders please contact support@visual-vertigo.com 
Ask us about a free trail! www.shottracerapp.com 

Shot Tracer Housing 

WHATS INCLUDED
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